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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Idag bor halva världens befolkning i stadsomr̊aden. År 2050 förväntas an-

talet öka till 70 procent [1]. Världen genomg̊ar en strukturell urbanisering

som leder till ekonomiska, sociala och miljömässiga konsekvenser. Städers

infrastruktur pressas h̊art med att bemöta befolkningsökningens inneboende

utmaningar; trängsel och förorening [2].

För att n̊a de globala m̊alsättningarna inom h̊allbarhet, krävs en omdef-

inition av hur vi rör oss, och en vidareutveckling av systemen vi rör oss

med. Det behövs en ny verklighet. En verklighet där mobilitet samordnas,

utvärderas och utformas i linje med regionernas utveckling [2]. Nordiska

länder har generellt sätt högt uppsatta m̊al för denna förändring, och i syn-

nerhet när det kommer till kollektivtrafik. Köpenhamn har som m̊alsättning

att 75% av alla resor 2025 ska genomföras med kollektivtrafik, och Sverige

har ett gemensamt m̊al om att dubbla antalet kollektivtrafikresor mellan

2006 och 2020. Man är överens om att systemen bakom kollektivtrafiken

m̊aste bli mer robusta, effektiva och datadrivna [1]. Denna studie ämnar att

ta fasta vid de ledorden, och ta ett steg i samma riktning.

Detta arbete undersöker de outnyttjade potentialerna i Googles GTFS1-

format. Ett format för kollektivtrafikdata inneh̊allandes bl.a. positionering

i realtid, information kring schemaavikelser och nätverkets organisation. At-

traktiviteten i GTFS bottnar framförallt i dess imponerande användarbas;

1240 transitnätverk i 672 regioner. Denna utbredning har gjort formatet

till en de facto-standard och lösningar som bygger ovanp̊a formatet öppnar

indirekt upp dörrar till kollektivtrafiknät i hela världen.

Formatets design är primärt gjord med m̊alsättningen att tillgodose applika-

tioner som utför reseplanering åt slutanvändare. Däremot kommer detta ar-

bete att undersöka ifall samma data (dessutom) har potential i termer av att

utvärdera kollektivtrafiknätets prestanda. D.v.s. fr̊an en nätägares perspek-

1Ett format för kollektivtrafikdata som gör det möjligt för aktörer i kollektivtrafiksek-
torn att publicera sina data och för utvecklare att skriva applikationer som konsumerar
datan.
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tiv. Mer specifikt kommer denna uppsats undersöka hur lokala s̊arbarheter

i nätet kan modelleras m.h.a. GTFS-data insamlad fr̊an UL-nätet under

Januari 2020.

Syftet med detta arbete är tv̊afaldigt; Först undersöks hur specifika s̊arbarhetsegenskaper

i ett kollektivtrafiknät kan utvärderas med hjälp av algoritmer inom graph

mining2. Slutligen kommer vi undersöka möjligheten att utveckla en pipeline

som aggregerar GTFS data till att passa in i en flödesnätsmodell. Resul-

tatet visar att det är möjligt, genom det föreslagna analytiska ramverket,

att modellera och bedöma s̊arbarheter nod-till-nod i ett kollektivtrafiknät

baserat p̊a GTFS data. Dessutom visualiseras resultaten i kontext genom

Uppsalas nätverk (UL) med hjälp av ett webbaserat verktyg.

2Graph mining är den uppsättning verktyg och tekniker som används för att (a) anal-
ysera egenskaperna för verkliga grafer, (b) förutsäga hur strukturen och egenskaperna för
en given graf kan p̊averka vissa tillämpningar, och (c) utveckla modeller som kan generera
realistiska grafer som matchar de mönster som finns i verkliga grafer av intresse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Efficient, flexible, and robust public transport (PT), especially along major

commuting arteries, will be needed to reduce traffic congestion caused by

urbanization [2]. In order to future proof cities, governments must explore

ways of enhancing PT so that it remains an appealing alternative to private

transportation and meets the mobility needs of people who depend on it

[2].

In recent years, an increasing volume of data related to public transit net-

works (PTN) is being generated in real-time [3]. Data following the same

General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS1) format [4] and is distributed

openly by 1240 transit agencies in 672 locations worldwide. This broad

adaptation of GTFS has made it a de facto standard, making a product

built on it inherently scalable as it potentially could be deployed in PTN all

over the world [3].

1A format for real-time public transportation data and associated geographic infor-
mation allowing public transit agencies to publish their data and developers to write
applications to consume it.
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1.1 Problem formulation

As opposed to transit agencies’ well-developed data generation capabilities

[3], their utilization of their data is often overlooked. Although agencies’

data utilization capabilities differ between countries and regions, qualitative

legacy methods for evaluating PTN are still being used to a great extent

[5][6].

Additionally, the GTFS data format is originally designed to be sufficient

for trip planning functionality, rather than for transit performance measures.

As a consequence, additional data processing is required to expand the data

potential in this context[7].

In this study, we will tap into the potential of using GTFS data from an

agency stakeholder perspective to assess transit performance. More specifi-

cally, we will outline a data-driven approach for quantifying service disrup-

tions to assess network vulnerabilities in a flow network model2. Lastly, our

approach will be applied to a real-world context.

1.2 Purpose

The academic purpose of this study is (1) to explore how to assess specific

properties in terms of transit performance using flow network algorithms

and (2) develop a pipeline for processing GTFS data to fit in a flow network

model.

The commercial purpose is (1) to develop a web-based tool for translating

the algorithmic results into visualizations and (2) to apply the theoretical

approach in a real-world context.

1.2.1 Research questions

1. Can GTFS data be processed to fit a flow network model?

2In graph mining, a flow network is a directed graph where each edge has a capacity,
and each edge receives a flow. The amount of flow on an edge cannot exceed the capacity
of the edge.
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2. Which GTFS data attributes are essential when modeling a Public

Transport Network (PTN) as a flow network?

3. Can node-to-node vulnerability be characterized in terms of service-

ability and impact using flow network algorithms?

1.2.2 Goals

• Prepare and clean the raw GTFS data from Uppsala’s network

• Data exploration of the data in order to get better domain knowledge.

• Read previous studies on the topic of PTN vulnerability

• Explore public transport networks in the context of graph theory and

flow network modeling.

• Develop a suitable model for assessing vulnerability in terms of node-

to-node serviceability.

• Present the results using a web-based visualization app.

1.3 Thesis outline

The first chapter introduced the potential of utilizing GTFS data from an

agency stakeholder perspective in order to assess network performance. The

study’s purpose was summarized as well as the goals to be fulfilled in the

following chapters.

The second chapter reviews the current industry situation and the actors

involved are presented in order to explain the context in which this study

was carried out. Moreover, a review of previous research is summarized,

including the interplay between public transport, graph theory, and vulner-

ability.

The third chapter summarizes the theoretical background of graph theory

and, in particular, the theory behind flow networks and min-cut max-flow

10



theorem. The analytical framework for assessing vulnerability is also intro-

duced.

The fourth chapter presents the methods used. The data is described as

well as the methods for processing. The development of the graph model is

explained, including the approach for measuring vulnerability. Finally, the

development of the visualization tool is briefly described.

The fifth chapter presents the results in terms of modeling capacity using

GTFS data in a PTN context. Subsequently, the vulnerability assessment

using the min-cut algorithm is summarized, followed by the in-context re-

sults from the UL case.

The sixth chapter discusses how to interpret the results from the vulnera-

bility matrix and compares our capacity model to previous work.

Finally, in the seventh chapter, the conclusions of the study will be put

into a broader context and contributions to the field of research as well

as recommendations of future work based on the methodology presented

throughout the previous chapters.
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Chapter 2

Background

In order to contextualize the thesis, this chapter will introduce the cur-

rent industry setting and summarize involved actors. Secondly, previous

research, including the interplay between public transport, graph theory,

and vulnerability, will be presented.

2.1 Industry setting

2.1.1 Coordination in a fragmented sector

Public transport (PT) in Sweden is handled on a regional level, where each

region has its own PT agency, which in turn collaborates with companies

providing the service [8]. These regional agencies are individually responsible

for implementing their solutions, which leads to big differences between the

regions [6]. A company that works to coordinate the PT between different

regions in Sweden is Samtrafiken. Samtrafiken is owned by all the regional

public transport authorities and most of the commercial operators. Their

core activities include coordinating nationwide PT data, such as departure

times and stops, and linking up the transport data and ticket formats of

the various operators. These activities enable partner companies, owners,

and other organizations to collectively share data, sell their journeys collec-

12



tively, and facilitate the packaging of intermodal travel in a single purchase

[9]. Through their service, called Trafiklab, GTFS data is delivered through

open APIs, enabling anybody with developing skills to utilize the data to

create products that can make PT easier and smarter. Keeping the PT

data open is expected to yield solutions that better support accessibility,

serviceability, and mobility in a transition to a more durable and accessible

society. By embracing the usage of PT data through coordination and dis-

tribution of data, Samtrafiken aims to push this transition forward. Their

customers are companies and public organizations that provide services for

public transport and intermodal travel throughout the Nordics [9].

2.1.2 From an agency perspective

As mentioned earlier, the original purpose of GTFS real-time data is the

development of applications that utilize the data for travel-planning aspects

[10]. However, there is an increasing need for tools designed to enable PT

agencies to evaluate the PTN efficiently. Several actors within a PT agency

are interested in evaluating the traffic from different perspectives [6]. Firstly,

the traffic planners are responsible for procuring the transportation services

that the agency delivers through the PT companies, scheduling travel times,

routes, etc. [6]. For this kind of task, it would be valuable for them to, in

retrospect, follow up if (for instance) the recorded travel times are off in

reference to the schedule. Secondly, there are traffic engineers whose task

is more focused on identifying issues in the traffic and developing solutions

addressing these issues. In order to efficiently use the data collected in

the network, it would improve, especially their work, to identify the issues

in the network. Additionally, having data to support community planning

decisions might even strengthen their bargaining position in the purchase

of public transport[11]. However, the workflow among many PT agencies

is still analog rather than data-driven. The primary assessment today is

primarily based on qualitative reports from interviews with bus drivers and

travelers [6].

13



2.1.3 Infrastructure for distribution of PT data

The Trafiklab APIs are the primary source of data in a recently initiated

project called KoDa (Kollektivtrafikens Datalab), a project lead by Sam-

trafiken and RISE1. The purpose of the KoDa-project is to deliver a scalable

infrastructure for storage and collection of PT data as well as an ecosystem

of supporting tools, enabling data analysis and development of machine

learning algorithms relevant for PT. For that to be possible, the data that

is constantly generated in the network needs to be cleaned and stored in

useful format for data analysis. Thus, KoDa can be seen as an extension of

the already existing service Trafiklab[12].

Today, the available data through the APIs on Trafiklab is provided in a

standardized format for PTD called GTFS (General Transit Feed Specifica-

tion). The GTFS-format is split into two components, the static component

that describes the structure of the PTN and the real-time component. The

data from the static component specifies the exact locations of the bus or

train stops, as well as the lines scheduled to go between two stops. The static

data is only modified if a route is changed, if the time-table is updated or

something similar. The real-time component includes vehicle positions, ser-

vice alerts, delays, and more, generated continuously to give an accurate

representation of the current state of entities in the PTN. The real-time

component of GTFS describes the entities traversing the transit network

formed by the organization of stops, routes, and schedule described by the

static component. As the real-time component is required to update con-

tinuously in order to represent the current situation, it generates enormous

amounts of data. In contrast, the static component is fundamentally static

and small.

Transforming Trafiklab from a platform with open APIs into a data lab for

data analysis is a challenging task. It is dependent on the development of

complex infrastructure and the need for significant computing capacity[12].

1RISE, Research Institute of Sweden AB is a governmentally owned research institute,
working in collaboration with Universities, the industry, and society for the development
of innovation and sustainable growth
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2.2 The potential of modeling PTN as a graph

The history of graphs is thought to be introduced as early as in 1736 in a

paper by Euler. Since then, the field has grown from ideas of representations

of maps and into its branch in the discrete mathematics domain and its

applications to computer science. The interest in graph theory has increased

since then, especially in recent years, when extensive data from the transport

industry, in biology and social science, etc. have become available. By

modeling data as a graph, pairwise relationships among a set of objects are

encoded in the structure and enable an analysis of the underlying properties

of these networks [13].

The potential of using graph theory in the context of general networks has

been known for a long time, and road networks are probably the topic where

the most effort has been made during the years[14]. Analyzing the perfor-

mance of road networks has been of great importance for the development of

our modern societies, where vehicles have taken a central role in infrastruc-

ture investments since the early 1900s. Graph theory has, to a great extent,

enabled the work of analyzing and optimizing these networks’ performances.

The knowledge has later been transferred into the public transport sector,

where it has gained traction during the last twenty years and is now well

researched and discussed area of interest[15].

The usage of graph models in the PT sector is applied in different domains

and disciplines. For instance, Oded Cats and Erik Jenelius, have together

published several papers on topics that concern network robustness in the

context of public transport modeled as a graph [16, 17, 18, 15]. A different

example is a study where the concept of bike-sharing is assessed using graph

theory combined with a machine learning approach [19]. Both these exam-

ples concern the problem of optimizing the system while at the same time

keeping the infrastructure intact and safe. Such studies are often related to

the concept of vulnerability, which is an essential and well-researched area

within this domain.
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2.2.1 Assessing vulnerability with topological features

When describing a PTN as a graph, it is commonly based on the network’s

topological features. A topological feature in this context could, for instance,

be how the PTN’s stops are interconnected along the routes in the PTN. For

example, a road segment between two stops along a bus route in a public

transport network [20]. A vulnerability analysis in a topological setting is,

therefore, often used to analyze vulnerable parts of the system that are re-

lated to a geographic location. Furthermore, it is typical for such an analysis

to be designed to evaluate the capability of resistance of disrupting events

for specific parts of the system [21]. A disrupting event could be caused by

many factors, such as a collision, heavy traffic, or even a terrorist attack

[18]. Having the topological information in the graph makes it possible to

investigate the impact of such a disruption. This is an essential part of a

vulnerability analysis since parts of the network might be easily disrupted,

but if the disruption does not imply any repercussions, it might not be worth

investigating further.

To measure this impact is not only significant for efficiency reasons but also

reliability and safety considerations[15]. Previous studies have discussed dif-

ferent ways of measuring impact, [18, 15, 22], one of such is measured as the

total travel demand that becomes unable to reach its destination as a result

of a network disruption. That is, there is no longer any available paths from

a given origin to a given destination. This kind of disintegration can also be

defined as a cut and is related to the minimum cut and graph partitioning

problems in graph theory. A simple case of this problem is the 2-way min-

imum cut problem, in which a graph is partitioned into two partitions, to

minimize the weight of the edges across the partitions [23].

2.2.2 Assessing vulnerability with serviceability

Apart from considering the impact of a disruption, the other important

vulnerability aspect is serviceability, i.e. the number of transport units that

can traverse over a specific part of the system during a given period [15]. In
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transport networks, the measurement for serviceability is commonly related

to a capacity. A disruption can be defined as an event that directly or

indirectly can result in a considerable reduction in capacity in (parts of) the

network [14].

One approach is to simulate a disruption as a breakdown of each link (in-

dependently) in the network to examine the effects on the system. This

method is called a full network scan, and the idea is to analyze how the net-

work is affected in the case of a complete break down of the serviceability in

specific parts of the system. [15, 18]. Results from such simulations could,

for instance, become a substrate for actions to improve the performance of

the network by operators or planners of public transport. As much as this

is a well-known approach, it is also computationally heavy, which is why it

is also a common objective for researchers in the field to come up with other

methods that have better computational efficiency [24].

It has also been argued that the case of a complete disruption in a network is

unlikely to happen compared to smaller disruptions that continuously occur

in city public transport. In recent years, a more comprehensive approach

to vulnerability analysis including partial disruptions has been suggested

[22, 17]. Rather than just including and analyzing complete disruptions,

cases where a link is partially disrupted are included as well. This approach

to vulnerability sheds light on the, by some argued, more essential and

realistic kind of disruptions [22, 17].
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Chapter 3

Theory

This section introduces the theoretical background for this study. It will

begin with some general definitions and concepts in graph theory, followed

by definitions of a flow network, and end with the central maximum-flow

problem with its solution in the min-cut max-flow theorem. Furthermore,

the concept of modeling a PTN as a flow network is brought up, followed by

a presentation of the analytical framework that is used in the study.

3.1 Key definitions in graph theory

A graph consists of a collection V of nodes and a collection of E edges, where

the edges connect two of the nodes. Thus, an edge e ∈ E is represented as

a two-element subset of V : e = (u, v) for some (u, v) ∈ V where u and v

are called the ends of e [13]. A graph can be either directed or undirected.

A directed graph is constrained by a direction on the edges which defines if

there is a path from u to v. An undirected graph has no defined direction

over the edges and a path is defined between u and v in both directions as

long as there is a connection defined between the nodes [13]. In the case of a

public transport network, the network should be defined as a directed graph

where nodes represent bus stops and rail stations and an edge represents a

defined direct connection between two stops [16]. That is, an edge is defined
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if a route exists between two stops in a given direction. Determining the

existence of a path between two nodes is called the problem of determining

node-to-node connectivity. The idea of connectivity, where only the existence

of a path between two nodes is determined is an important and basic concept

in graph theory that can be extended into an extensive range of problems

with varying complexity.

3.2 The concept of flow networks

Many connectivity problems that can be formulated as a flow network prob-

lem. Flow networks are commonly used when modeling electricity or water,

where an entity flows through a cable or pipeline. However, the applications

of network flow problems have been proved to be surprisingly diverse and

useful in many domains. This has given rise to a multidisciplinary domain in

the field of graph theory. Formally a flow network, in general, is a directed

graph G with the following features:

• Each edge is associated with a capacity, which is a non-negative num-

ber that we denote by ce.

• There is a single source node s ∈ G

• There is a single sink node t ∈ G

Until this point, the graph has only been defined in terms of nodes and edges

and it is still yet to be defined what it means for the network to carry the

flow. An s − t flow is defined as a function f that maps each edge e to a

non-negative real number f : E 7→ R+. This value f(e) is the capacity of

the edge and represents the possible amount of flow an edge can carry. A

flow f must satisfy the following properties:

Capacity condition: For each edge e ∈ E, we have that:

0 < f(e) < ce (3.1)

That is that the amount of flow carried by an edge can not be smaller than
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0 or bigger than its capacity.

Conservation condition: For each node v other than s and t we have:∑
e into v

f(e) =
∑

e out of v

f(e) (3.2)

Meaning that the sum of the flow into a node v is equal to the sum of the

flow leaving v [13].

The Maximum-Flow Problem

The Maximum-Flow Problem is defined as a general problem. It is general

in the sense that an algorithm that solves the maximum flow problem, solves

a number of other problems as well[13]. It is formulated in terms of how to

make as efficient use as possible of the available capacity in a flow network.

This is done by finding a feasible flow through a flow network that obtains the

maximum possible flow rate, without violating the capacity, or conservation

conditions [25].

Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorem The max-flow min-cut theorem solves

the maximum flow problem defined above. The solution is found in the

structure of the flow network, and how the maximum amount of flow passing

from the source to the sink is equal to the total weight of the edges in the

minimum cut, i.e. the smallest total weight of the edges which if removed

would disconnect the source from the sink [26][13]. Thus a min-cut is defined

as the effort to divide a graph into two sets of nodes A and B so that the

source node s ∈ A and the sink node t ∈ B. Then, intuitively, any flow that

goes from s to t will have to cross the edges connecting A and B and use

some of the edge capacity over these edges.

This suggests that a cut over these edges that divide A and B is the limit of

the maximum flow value that can pass from s to t. In other words, the max-

flow equals the min-cut of any such division between A and B. Explicitly:

The maximum value of an s-t flow is equal to the minimum capacity over
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a cut separating the two subsets A and B

all s-t cuts. This is called the max-flow min-cut theorem [27]. Formally, for

the directed graph G defined in 3.2 the cut-set Xc of a cut C is the set of

edges that connect the source part of the cut to the sink part:

XC := {(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ S, v ∈ T} = (S × T ) ∩ E. (3.3)

The capacity (c(s, t)) of an s− t cut is the total weight of its edges,

c(S, T ) =
∑

(u,v)∈XC

ce =
∑

(i,j)∈E
cijdij , (3.4)

for an edge e between node i and j, and where dij = 1 if i ∈ S and j ∈ T ,

0 otherwise [26].

The theorem can be implemented using the minimum-cut function in the

software toolbox NetworkX, where the output is both the cut-value, i.e the

max-flow and two partitions of nodes A and B.

Finding the min-cut Finding the min-cut is based on the problem of

finding the maximum flow, and the first method for finding maximum flow

was introduced in 1956 by Ford Fulkerson called augmenting paths method

[28]. An augmenting path is a path from the source to the sink where the

flow on the edges along the paths are maximized, but limited by the edge

with the lowest capacity along the path. Thus finding all augmenting paths,

will give the maximum flow from the source to the sink [29]. The minimum

cut can then be derived from the same result according to the max-flow min

cut theorem. The algorithm introduced by Ford Fulkerson have during the

years been extended into new algorithms, such as Edmonds-Karp method
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and the preflow push method that are faster and more efficient in terms of

time complexity [30]. These algorithms can be implemented using toolboxes

such as NetworkX 4.2.3.

Pre-flow push The pre-flow push function computes the maximum single

commodity flow using the pre-flow push algorithm. Behind the algorithm

is a pre-flow, where a s − t pre-flow, similarly to the definition of a s − t

flow is defined as function f that maps each edge e to a non-negative real

number f : E 7→ R+. However, the pre-flow follows a weaker form of the

conservation condition 3.2 where its instead defined as:

∑
e into v

f(e) ≥
∑

e out of v

f(e) (3.5)

This mean that the sum of preflow going into v is greater than the sum of

preflow going out of v [30]. This is satisfied until they become equal and

the preflow becomes a flow by satisfying the original conservation constraint

3.2. It then turns out that the s− t flow is a maximum flow.

3.3 Modeling the real-world as flow networks

To grasp the concept, one can imagine a public transport network as an

electrical circuit where electrons pass through cables. Some cables support

a higher flow of electrons while others support a lower flow. Additionally,

some cables might be damaged and can not support any flow at all. For

this study, a public transport network will be considered similarly to the

electric circuit case; vehicles constitute the flow, in terms of the number of

units that can be traversed over an edge within a given time unit, such as

vehicles per hour [15]. Furthermore, the nodes will represent stations, and

an edge between two nodes represents a scheduled route between them in a

given direction [31].

Following the definition of a single commodity flow, the source node will act

as a starting point for the transport units whereas the sink node is the final
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destination and the possible connections between the source s and the sink

t will be defined by edges [25].

Furthermore, in previous work, the capacity is defined in terms of units to

traverse the edge in a given time unit. [22] [15]. Thus the base capacity of

each link e ∈ E under normal, non-deviating, operating condition is denoted

C0
e and given by 3.6.

C0
e =

i∑
eunits

ci (3.6)

Where eunits is the set of units traversing the edge in a given time span, and

ci is the capacity for unit i ∈ eunits.

3.4 Analytical framework

For this study, an analytical framework is proposed to assess the vulnerabil-

ity of a single commodity flow between two arbitrary nodes in the network.

The vulnerability is defined in terms of two dimensions – the serviceabil-

ity (cut value) and the impact (number of the unreachable nodes from the

source). According to the min-cut max-flow theorem 3.2, a min-cut will give

(1) a value of the maximum flow that can pass from the source to the sink

and (2) two partitions of nodes (one per side of the cut).

Serviceability through cut value In this PTN context, the serviceabil-

ity is defined through the cut-value as it represents the effort required for

disintegrating a single commodity flow between two nodes in the network.

Thus, a low cut-value indicates low serviceability in terms of flow between

two arbitrary nodes, making a disruption easier than for a flow with a high

cut-value, which vice versa represents a high serviceability.

Impact through cut partitions The impact is measured by the number

of unreachable nodes from the source in the case of a cut. A high number
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of nodes becoming unreachable indicate that the disruption disintegrates a

large part of the network and thus has a high(er) impact.

The different vulnerability characteristics for a single commodity flow be-

tween a source and a sink can be represented in the four-way matrix 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Vulnerability framework

HI-HS: High impact, high serviceability In a case with HI-HS char-

acteristics, many stations will become unreachable from the source in the

case of disintegration between the source and the sink; however, the high

serviceability will make the disintegration difficult.

LI-HS: Low impact, high serviceability In a case with LI-HS char-

acteristics, very few stations will become non-reachable from the source in

the case of a disintegration between the source and the sink, and the high

serviceability will make the disintegration difficult.
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LI-LS: Low impact, low serviceability In a case with LI-LS charac-

teristics, very few stations will become non-reachable from the source in

the case of a disintegration between the source and the sink, and the low

serviceability also make the disintegration easy.

HI-LS: High impact, low serviceability In a case with HI-LS charac-

teristics, many stations will become non-reachable from the source in the

case of a disintegration between the source and the sink, and the low ser-

viceability also makes the disintegration easy.
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Chapter 4

Methods

This chapter describes (1) how edge capacity is modeled based on deviations

from schedule, (2) the methods used for data collection, preprocessing and

modeling, (3) how flow network algorithms are applied to identify node-to-

node vulnerability characteristics and, (4) how we visualized our project’s

results in the context of the UL network.

To briefly give an overview of the method and technologies used throughout

the study;

• The preprocessing and data cleaning were performed using Python

[32], Google BigQuery [33], and Google Data Studio [34].

• The modeling and graph mining algorithms were developed and imple-

mented using NetworkX [35], a library for network analysis in Python.

• The visualization of our results were developed using Mapbox, a JavaScript

framework that uses WebGL to render interactive and data-driven

maps [36].
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4.1 Residual capacity model on an edge-level

As mentioned in the theory on flow networks [3.3], the attributed capacity

of an edge represents the maximum flow an arbitrary edge can carry. In

the context of PTN, the capacity for an edge [3.1] is thus expected to rep-

resent the flow of entities (and indirectly the passengers inside the entities)

traversing between the two nodes (stations) connected by the edge.

To further expand the base capacity C0
e [3.6] definition introduced in 3.3,

previous research propose to include the disruptions caused by smaller events

that partially reduce the capacity [22]. To model how the capacity of an edge

in a PTN is affected by disrupting event(s), a residual capacity Ce(i) on an

arbitrary link e will, in this study, be defined as:

Ce(i) = C0
e ∗ (1− i) (4.1)

where i is the relative reduction in capacity (historically) on edge e, defined

as:

i =
de

se + de
(4.2)

where de is the absolute median deviation (from schedule), and se is the

scheduled duration for edge e. Note that i ∈ [0, 1), where the lower bound

i = 0 corresponds to the theoretical base capacity, and the upper bound

i ' 1 correspond to a complete disruption on edge e.

Thus, based on the base capacity C0
e , absolute median deviation de and

scheduled duration se for edge e, the residual capacity Ce is calculated

as:

Ce(C
0
e , de, se) = C0

e ∗ (1− de
se + de

) (4.3)

In the figure 4.1 below, one can see the modelled edge capacity Ce as a

function of se and de.
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Figure 4.1: Displaying how the residual capacity, Ce, is reduced for values
of se between 30 to 810 seconds and values of de between 0 to 3600 seconds.

4.2 The data

The dataset used in this thesis is collected from Uppsala’s transit network

(UL). More specifically, we are investigating dynamic transit data, i.e., at-

tributes such as arrival and departure times, combined with static network

data, i.e., the organization of stops, schedule, and routes forming the contex-

tual network for the entities (vehicles) to flow through. In total, 3.4 million

arrivals have been analyzed from the UL network between 2020-01-01 and

2020-01-31.
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4.2.1 Data collection together with RISE

The data collection was carried out in collaboration with RISE and their

research project called KoDa [12]. Around 5700 raw files (API responses)

were received per day. The raw data was delivered as Protocol Buffers,

which are a language-neutral, platform-neutral, extensible mechanism for

serializing structured data. Additionally, all files were in GTFS format. To

interpret the raw data, we used the gtfs-realtime-bindings [37] for Python

to generate classes we can construct GTFS data model objects from. To

work with GTFS-realtime data, a developer would typically use the gtfs-

realtime.proto schema to generate classes in the programming language of

their choice. These classes can then be used for constructing GTFS-real-time

data model objects and serializing them as binary data or, in the reverse

direction, parsing binary data into data model objects [37].

GTFS

A format for public transportation data and its associated geographic infor-

mation. This format allows public transit agencies to publish their transit

data and developers to write applications that consume that data in an in-

teroperable way. In this project, we will utilize both the GTFS static and

real-time feeds.
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Figure 4.2: The structure of GTFS static including internal relations.

GTFS static A feed specification for static network data such as public

transit organization, schedules and associated geographic information [38].

This structure can be seen in 4.2.

GTFS real-time A feed specification for dynamic transit data (real time

updates) from public transportation agencies, i.e. departures, arrivals, posi-

tions or announcements. It is an extension to GTFS static, designed through

a partnership between a number of transit developers and Google [39].

4.2.2 Data preprocessing and cleaning

To process, calculate and output the key attributes from the raw input data,

this study used Python, Google BigQuery and Google Data Studio.

Processing the GTFS static raw files using Python

To process the raw files, we used one script for the GTFS static data and

one for the GTFS realtime data. Below are (1) the essential step-by-step
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for each process and (2) pseudo-code snippets showcasing the fundamental

structure of each process’s script.

1. Process GTFS static data (for each day)

• Create data set with all nodes (stations in the network) including

properties specified in table X. Clustered by the 13 first characters

in stop ID to merge arriving and departing stops as one node

(station).

• Create data set with all scheduled trips including corresponding

stop(s) on trip.

2. Process GTFS realtime data (for each day and API response)

• Loop through each directory of protocol buffers (structured as

one directory per day)

• Loop through each response (per directory, i.e. day in our case)

• Loop through all ongoing trips per response

• Identify trips currently (or recently) on their last stop by checking

that the length of trip update is equal to the scheduled trip length

(static data) in order to avoid duplicate data by only storing data

from on finished trips.

• For each arrival data point; Store data on deviation from schedule

coupled with stop id’s and scheduled duration from static set.

• For each arrival data point; Store contextual data such as time

and date.

Stripped pseudo-code for the loops collecting stops and trips

# Loop through each directory of GTFS static .txt files

# (one dir per day in our folder structure)

for dir in root:

with open(directory + '/stops.txt') as file:
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# 1. Create dictionary key for each row

# using the first 13 characters of stop_id

# 2. Store attributes including name, latitude and longitude

with open(directory + '/stop_times.txt') as file:

# 1. Create dictionary key for each tripID

# 2. Store corresponding stops along trip as value

# (as an array)

Stripped pseudo-code for the loops collecting dynamic data

# Loop through each directory of GTFS realtime protocol buffers

# (one dir per day in our folder structure)

for dir in root:

processed_trips = set()

# Loop through all protocol buffers (API requests) inside dir

for proto in dir:

# Loop through all trips in request (proto)

# Utilize gtfs-realtime-bindings

for trip in feed.entity:

this_trip_update = trip.trip_update

# Confirm this_trip_update is on last stop

# to avoid duplicate data

if len(this_trip_update.stop_time_update)

== len(stopsOnTrip[this_trip_id]):

# Calculate and store deviation from schedule

# Store contextual metadata such as time, date,

involved nodes' id's

Aggregating and exporting the data using Google BigQuery &

Data Studio

To aggregate and export the data for visualization, we used Google BigQuery

and Data Studio. These tools allowed us to efficiently input the CSV-files
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outputted by Python scripts above, annotate the data for visualization and

export in a format suitable for both NetworkX and Mapbox.

As introduced in the purpose, one of this thesis’s goals is to utilize and

transform GTFS-formatted data to fit into a flow network model (a directed

graph with capacities). The exported variables required to succeed with this

are summarized in table 4.2 below with the corresponding source.

Table 4.1: Description of used variables

Variable Source Description

source id GTFS real-time 13 character ID for the source node in

an edge (adjacent node-pair)

source name GTFS static The source stop name

source lon GTFS static The source stop longitude

source lat GTFS static The source stop latitude

sink id GTFS real-time 13 character ID for the sink node in an

edge (adjacent node-pair)

sink name GTFS static The sink stop name

sink lon GTFS static The sink stop longitude

sink lat GTFS static The sink stop latitude

edge id Calculated value 26 character ID for the unique edge

(adjecent node-pair) in the network.

An marriage between the departing

sourceidandarrivingsinkidputtogether.

duration GTFS static The scheduled (theoretical) duration

between two adjecent nodes (stops) in

the network according to time table
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Table 4.1: Description of used variables

Variable Source Description

record count Calculated value The number of entities traversing the

unique edge within the data collection

period

deviation Calculated value The unique edge’s median deviation

based on all records.

i [4.3] Calculated value The unique edge’s relative deviation in

reference to its scheduled duration

Ce [4.3] Calculated value The unique edge’s calculated maxi-

mum capacity

4.2.3 Data modeling using NetworkX

To model the extracted data into a graph representation, this study uses the

Python library, NetworkX. In terms of a graph, a public transport network

is theoretically [3.3] modelled as a directed graph (DiGraph) and consist of

directed edges from node s 7→t.

The properties of this directed graph (DiGraph) base class in NetworkX

are:

• Stores nodes and edges with optional data, or attributes.

• Hold directed edges. Self loops are allowed but multiple (parallel)

edges are not.

• Nodes can be arbitrary (hashable) Python objects with optional key/-

value attributes.

• Edges are represented as links between nodes with optional key/value

attributes.
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This study constructs a graph with edges in a given direction between all

nodes where a route is defined. Each edge is set with their respective max-

imum capacity [4.3] as an attribute. The nodes receive no attributes apart

from their ID. Figure 4.3 is a graph representation, including all nodes in

Uppsala’s network connected by their respective edges.

Figure 4.3: The graph representation with all nodes connected by edges in
NetworkX

4.3 Vulnerability assessment

To assess the vulnerability between two arbitrary nodes (and their corre-

sponding single-commodity flow) using our vulnerability framework [3.2],

the cut-value (serviceability), and a count of non-reachable nodes (impact)

is calculated using the min-cut algorithm. 3.2.
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For this study, we will execute this algorithm for each node (station) in the

network using the Uppsala central station as the source node and any other

nodes as the sink, resulting into n-1 min-cut problems. Below is a snippet

from the execution.

def mincut_algorithm(s,t):

cut_value, [reachable, non_reachable]

= nx.minimum_cut(H,s,t, capacity='maximum_flow')

return [cut_value, len(non_reachable)]

for node_id in H.nodes():

if node != source_id:

output.append( (mincut(source_id,node_id)[0],

(mincut(source_id,node_id)[1])

The minimum-cut function in the NetworkX package uses the pre-flow push

algorithm as a default, defined in 3.2, which is also the one used in this

study.

4.4 Visualization using Mapbox

To visualize our results, a web-based tool was developed using Mapbox,

a JavaScript framework that uses WebGL to render interactive and data-

driven maps [36]. However, this study will not focus on the methods for

creating this; if you are interested, check out the Mapbox GL JS documen-

tation [40].

4.5 General presumptions

• Our method for calculating how the relative deviation from schedule

reduces the maximum flow [4.3] of entities traversing the edge assumes

that the reduction is logarithmic.

• A recorded deviation from the scheduled duration is in our method 4.1

presumed to reduce the capacity on an edge-level in the same way
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regardless of whether the deviation from the schedule is positive or

negative. Therefor this study use the absolute value, de, for deviations

from schedule in the capacity model 4.3.

• The vulnerability is, in this study, always assessed 3.2 (in terms of the

two dimensions serviceability and impact) for the single commodity

flow between the central station as the source and an arbitrary node

in the network as the sink.

• All recorded entities in this study are assumed to be of the same size

and i.e., carry the same number of passengers.

4.6 Data exploration

In this chapter we will present some descriptive statistics to overview the

Uppsala transit network (UL).

Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics for the UL network

Attribute Value

Number of nodes 3028

Number of edges 6781

Average in degree 2.2394

Average out degree 2.2394

To exclude that the absolute median deviation, de, was correlated with the

(theoretical) scheduled duration; we plotted the two attributes for all 6781

edges in the network against each other in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Scheduled duration vs. median deviation for each unique edge
in the network with a trend line. *tn ticks are in thousands

In the diagram below, the number of analyzed arrival data points per day

within our data collection period can be overviewed. Some variations in

activity can be noticed between the days, for example reduced (scheduled)

frequency during the weekends.
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Figure 4.5: Record count per day, i.e. number of analyzed arrival data
points over the study’s time-span of January 2020.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter will summarize the method for modeling capacity in a PTN

context, and the variables required to do so. Subsequently, the vulnerability

assessment using a min-cut algorithm is summarized, followed by the vari-

ables required for the data pipeline. Finally, the in-context results from the

UL case are presented.

5.1 Capacity model in a PTN context

As an expansion on how capacity in a PTN was defined in (4.3), the capacity

for an edge e is modeled as a function of the base capacity, i.e the unit

frequency per day, the absolute median deviation and scheduled travel time

for each edge e.

Ce(C
0
e , de, se) = C0

e ∗ (1− de
se + de

)

Table 5.1: Variable description for capacity model

Variable Description

C0
e number of units to traverse edge e during a given time unit.
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Table 5.1: Variable description for capacity model

Variable Description

de the absolute median deviation over edge e

se the scheduled travel time for edge e

The result of reducing capacity The table 5.2 shows a selection of

single commodity flows and how these are affected by the capacity reduction

based on deviations from schedule. C0
e is the base capacity (only based on

frequency 3.6), and Ce is the residual capacity 4.3. The relative capacity

reduction is presented in the Reduction column. Moreover, the table 5.2

also displays the flow in both directions, i.e., for instance, both from Uppsala

central to Knivsta station and vice versa.

Table 5.2: Flow comparison, edges calculated with reduced capacity Ce vs.
base capacity C0

e

Source node Sink node Ce C0
e Reduction

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Knivsta station (Knivsta) 114.7 139.1 0.18

Knivsta station (Knivsta) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 118.1 139.2 0.15

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Rasbo kyrka (Uppsala) 82.3 119.8 0.31

Rasbo kyrka (Uppsala) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 79.6 119.0 0.33

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Söderby (Alunda) (Östhammar) 83.4 128.0 0.35

Söderby (Alunda) (Östhammar) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 88.1 125.5 0.30

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Lilla Vallskog (Uppsala) 137.0 171.6 0.20

Lilla Vallskog (Uppsala) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 114.0 172.8 0.34

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Ärna bro (Uppsala) 137.0 171.6 0.20

Ärna bro (Uppsala) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 114.0 172.8 0.34

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Gränbystaden (Uppsala) 296.9 457.9 0.35

Gränbystaden (Uppsala) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 389.5 455.8 0.15

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Stockholm city 33.0 40.2 0.18

Stockholm city Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 35.1 38.6 0.09

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Enköping station 81.4 99.3 0.18

Enköping station Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 68.1 98.5 0.31
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Table 5.2: Flow comparison, edges calculated with reduced capacity Ce vs.
base capacity C0

e

Source node Sink node Ce C0
e Reduction

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Väster̊as Centralstation (Väster̊as) 23.0 33.7 0.32

Väster̊as Centralstation (Väster̊as) Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 25.8 34.2 0.25

Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) Östhammar busstation 40.6 63.3 0.36

Östhammar busstation Uppsala Centralstationen (Uppsala) 46.7 61.9 0.25

This table primarily indicates two things. First, the relative reduction values

are varying between 0.09 to 0.36, i.e., the scheduled capacity is reduced from

9% to 36% by deviations from schedule. Secondly, most of the flows have

similar capacity reductions in both directions.

5.2 Vulnerability assessment using the min-cut al-

gorithm

The output from the min-cut algorithm — cut value and node-partitions —

together constitute a two-dimensional vulnerability framework based on the

two properties; serviceability and impact.

Serviceability The cut-value (maximum flow) is, in the context of a PTN,

a measurement for the serviceability between a source and a sink. In other

words, the cut-value represents the serviceability reduction requirement for

a path to be (fully) disrupted.

Impact The impact of the cut refers to the size of the non-reachable par-

tition, and is measured in terms of the number of affected nodes in the case

of a (partial) disruption.
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5.3 Fitting raw GTFS data in a flow network model

A pipeline was developed for processing GTFS data files (API responses)

into an annotated data set suitable for statistical data analysis. With an

output containing attributes, on a node and edge level, such as scheduled

duration, deviation, time, date, and unique ID’s. Compatible with input

data from an arbitrary transit network (following Google’s GTFS standard),

scalable in terms of time-span, and output data ready to be fitted into a

graph structure.

The required variables to fit GTFS data in a flow network model are pre-

sented in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: The required variables

Variable Source Used for

source id GTFS real-time 13 character ID for the source node in

an edge (adjacent node-pair)

source name GTFS static The source stop name

source lon GTFS static The source stop longitude

source lat GTFS static The source stop latitude

sink id GTFS real-time 13 character ID for the sink node in an

edge (adjacent node-pair)

sink name GTFS static The sink stop name

sink lon GTFS static The sink stop longitude

sink lat GTFS static The sink stop latitude

edge id Calculated value 26 character ID for the unique edge

(adjecent node-pair) in the network.

An marriage between the departing

sourceidandarrivingsinkidputtogether.
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Table 5.3: The required variables

Variable Source Used for

duration GTFS static The scheduled (theoretical) duration

between two adjecent nodes (stops) in

the network according to time table

record count Calculated value The number of entities traversing the

unique edge within the data collection

period

deviation Calculated value The unique edge’s median deviation

based on all records.

i [4.3] Calculated value The unique edge’s relative deviation in

reference to its scheduled duration

Ce [4.3] Calculated value The unique edge’s calculated maxi-

mum capacity

The main project with the scripts we used to run through the GTFS protocol

buffers can be found here.

5.4 In-context results from Uppsala’s transit net-

work (UL)

The methods for vulnerability assessment was applied in-context in the Upp-

sala network (UL) to concretize the method with a real-world example.

6781 single commodity flows were assessed through the analytical framework

with Uppsala central station as the source and every other node (individu-

ally) as the sink. The output is a measure of the vulnerability in terms of

serviceability relative to the central station.
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Figure 5.1: All nodes in the network plotted as a function of serviceability
and impact.

Figure 5.2 show the characteristic for each station in the network according

to the two dimensions, serviceability (cut-value) and impact (number of non-

reachable nodes). Representative nodes from each category of characteristic

(HI-HS, LI-HS, LI-LS, HI-LS) are presented below.

5.4.1 HI-HS: High impact, high serviceability

Table 5.4: HI-HS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

Skolgatan (Uppsala) 670 1159

Akademiska sjukhuset södra 508 2953

Vaksala torg 492 2953

Ekonomikum 484 770

Österängsgatan norra 482 577
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Table 5.4: HI-HS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

These single commodity flows (from here on called cases) all have high flow

and results in a high potential impact if disrupted. The observed paths

are, due to the high cut values (flows), relatively hard to disrupt. However,

reduced serviceability will potentially result in large parts (577-2953 nodes)

of the network becoming affected indirectly.

5.4.2 LI-HS: Low impact, high serviceability

Table 5.5: HI-LS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

Klostergatan 594 2

Svandammen 481 2

Bäverns gränd 357 1

Lundellska skolan 354 4

Akademiska sjukhuset västra 350 3

These cases all have a high cut value (flow) but results in a low potential

impact if cut. The observed paths are, due to the high cut values (flows),

relatively hard to disconnect, and the impact of disconnection will not affect

more than 1-3 nodes, i.e., the majority of the network will still be reachable

from the source in case cut.

5.4.3 LI-LS: Low impact, low serviceability
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Table 5.6: LI-LS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

Hammarbacken 0.028 1

Tibble (Vassunda) (Knivsta) 0.03 1

Vickeby södra (Knivsta) 0.03 2

Skottsila (Knivsta) 0.04 1

Balingsta skola (Uppsala) 0.08 1

These cases all have a low cut value (flow) and results in a low potential

impact if cut. The observed paths are, due to the low cut values (flows),

easy to disconnect, and the impact of disconnection will not affect more than

1-2 nodes, i.e., the vast majority of the network will still be reachable from

the source in case cut.

5.4.4 HI-LS, High impact, low serviceability

Table 5.7: HI-LS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

Skälby (Enköping) 0.58 33

Grönöborg (Tierp) 0.70 35

Fagerviken (Tierp) 0.70 35

Hästskär vägskäl (Tierp) 0.70 35

Byskärs vägskäl (Tierp) 0.70 35

These HI-LS cases all have a low cut value (flow) but result in a relatively

high potential impact if cut. The observed paths are, due to the low cut
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values (flows), easy to disconnect while the impact on disconnection is rela-

tively high, making 33-35 nodes unreachable from the source.

5.4.5 HI-RLS, High impact, relatively low serviceability

When assessing cases through the analytical framework, it appeared to exist

another interesting sub-category of characteristics in the top-left corner of

the HI-HS quarter.

Figure 5.2: All nodes in the network plotted as a function of serviceability
and impact.

Table 5.8: HI-RLS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

Knivsta station (Knivsta) 115 2953

Ärna bro (Uppsala) 137 2953

Lilla Vallskog (Uppsala) 137 2953

Rasbo kyrka (Uppsala) 82 1620
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Table 5.8: HI-RLS

Sink node Serviceability[cut value] Impact[non-reachable nodes]

Söderby (Alunda) (Östhammar) 83 1200

These HI-RLS cases are similar to the HI-HS category in terms of high non-

reachable nodes value. However, the difference is that these paths have a sig-

nificantly lower cut-value, making them easier to disconnect. I.e., these will

cause the same magnitude of disconnection (1200-2953 unreachable nodes)

while having one-fifth of the cut-value, making them a lot easier to cut.

5.5 Interactive web application to visualize results

To visualize our results, a web application was developed using the JavaScript

framework Mapbox. An interactive map-based tool, allowing users to ex-

plore the network in terms of (1) vulnerability on a node level using our

analytical framework described in 3.2 and (2) maximum capacity on an

edge level. Figure 5.3 shows a snapshot of the web application. However, as

the development of this app is outside the study’s scope – we won’t go very

in-depth.
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Figure 5.3: A snapshot of the web application visualizing the calculated
capacity for each edge in the UL network.

The web application can be found here.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In this chapter, the results are compared to previous work and seen from a

broader perspective.

6.1 Beyond the complete disruption

In previous research, a commonly used approach to assess the vulnerability

of PTN is the full network scan as discussed in 2.2.2. This approach is

useful in the context of assessing vulnerability in the case of a complete edge

disruption. However when using this method, the case where serviceability

in parts of the network is only partially reduced is left out. To include this

aspect has been argued to be important, considering that vulnerability in

parts of a PTN often is a result of deviation from the schedule.

This layer of vulnerability is brought to light in this thesis, not only by

including deviation from the schedule in order to model capacity in the

network but also in the nature of the min-cut algorithm. The algorithm’s

output is both a cut-value, i.e., a measurement of the serviceability in a

single commodity flow, as well as the impact of a disintegration between a

source and a sink. In the light of partial reduction, a disintegration can be

seen as a proportion of degradation in serviceability in the flow network, and
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the impact as an indication of how big part of the network that is affected

by a disintegration. Unlike previous studies, this study does not only target

the case where serviceability is completely disrupted (i.e., a cut) but also

includes the case where serviceability is just partially reduced and seen from

a min-cut perspective as a partial disintegration.

6.2 Comparison with previous report

In regards to validating, our model for residual edge capacity, the results

from this thesis were compared to a report [41] made for evaluating, so-

called, prioritized traffic lanes in Uppsala. In this report, an analysis using

average speed over these prioritized lanes in the network was conducted.

Figure 6.1: Parts of UL network
identified to deviate from schedule
according to previous report.

Figure 6.2: Parts of UL network
identified to deviate from schedule
according to our method.

The red lines (edges) in figure 6.2 indicate a high median deviation from

the schedule, and the line width represents the maximum capacity of each

unique edge based on arrivals in January 2020.

This comparison shows how similar lanes are identified using two different

methods. This validates the fact that the GTFS data generated by the PT

agencies can be utilized to gain insight into the network’s maximum capacity
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on an edge level systematically. Furthermore, these similarities indicate that

the pipeline and method for calculating the relative deviation from schedule

4.2 developed in this thesis align with reality.

6.3 Vulnerability characteristics – not a distinct

classification

Theoretically, we do not introduce vulnerability as a downright measure but

instead as four characteristics: HI-HS, LI-HS, LI-LS, and HI-LS 3.2. This

framework is, like all models, a simplification of reality, and these char-

acteristics of vulnerability should not be interpreted as distinct categories.

When characterizing single commodity flows between two arbitrary nodes

(from here on cases), this framework will give an indication of which vul-

nerability characteristic it relates to the most, as well as the degree of the

relation.

In the case of UL, two characteristics are especially interesting to analyze

further: HI-LS and HI-RLS.

6.3.1 HI-LS: High impact, low serviceability

To be fair, the results for the UL network show that there no cases that

really fit this category. It seems like UL has done their job in terms of smart

scheduling by avoiding low serviceability for the parts of the network where

the impact of disruption is high.

However, the cases identified with this characteristic are all definitely cate-

gorized by having low serviceability, but the impact is not alarmingly high.

A disruption on these HI-LS flows would disintegrate over 33 nodes, which

might not sound like much, but is still significant. For instance, this could be

a part of the network where one can argue that the service frequency should

be increased to avoid vulnerability in terms of low serviceability.

However, the sparse time table (low serviceability) might be a reasonable

choice from UL, as they are all nodes far from the city. To further investigate
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if these cases need action in terms of serviceability, one should consider the

demographic aspects of the locations surrounding the stations in order truly

assess the potential impact of disintegration.

6.3.2 HI-RLS: High impact, relatively low serviceability

When looking at the results, an additional characteristic of vulnerability

seemed interesting to look in to. The cases in the HI-RLS are all character-

ized, similarly to the HI-HS, by having a high impact, but distinguished by

having roughly 80% lower serviceability than the HI-LS, see table 5.8.

Uppsala central station - Knivsta station For instance, by looking at

the maximum flow between the Uppsala central station (source) and Knivsta

station (sink), it is 115. Also, we can see that a service disruption will (par-

tially) disconnect 2953 nodes from the central station. This extraordinary

impact is, as introduced in the theory, i.e., measured by the number of dis-

integrated nodes from the source in the case of a complete disruption (cut).

A high number of nodes becoming unreachable, like in the case of Knivsta,

indicate that the disruption disintegrates a large part of the network and

thus has a great(er) impact. This result can, from the perspective of the

full network, be seen as an outlier and should, outside the scope of this

study, be validated further. Potentially, a disruption on this flow caused

by a terrorist attack could cause chaos in the entire network. To prevent

this, one could initially further examine exactly where the service disruption

(cut) is occurring (in terms of the collection of edges) and i.e., identify the

edges disintegrating Uppsala central station from Knivsta station. From a

transit agency perspective, one could then consider increasing serviceability

over these specific edges to reduce the vulnerability of this single commodity

flow. An increase in service frequency and reduction of service disruptions

would indirectly reduce its significant potential impact.

Lastly, it can be seen that one of the main lines to Knivsta is the train line,

which supports a capacity of 40, i.e., roughly 50% of the maximum capacity

between the central station and Knivsta. This relatively low serviceability is
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most likely due to our assumption that all recorded entities are of the same

size. In reality, a train line like this carries a lot more capacity than entities

such as buses.

In order to further analyze this case, the two partitions were investigated in

the web-based tool plotted in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Cut between Uppsala central and Knivsta Station, close up on
Uppsala central

Displayed in figure 6.3, a close-up of the network around Uppsala central

station is shown, where the orange dots represent the non-reachable nodes,

and the light blue dots represent the reachable nodes.

Uppsala central station - Rasbo Kyrka The results between the Up-

psala central station and Rasbo Kyrka differed from the other ones and was

therefore further investigated. In this case, the maximum flow is 82, and a

service disruption would (partially) disintegrate 1620 nodes from the central

station. Thus the cut is made so that the network is disconnect into two
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partitions separating the same number of nodes. When analyzing this dis-

integration through the interactive tool, this disintegration of the network

is evident in terms of splitting the network into two halves.

Figure 6.4: Cut between Uppsala central and Rasbo Kyrka

Figure 6.4 displays an overview of the UL PTN, where again, the orange

nodes represent the non-reachable nodes, and the light blue nodes represent

the reachable. According to this visualization, Rasbo Kyrka appears to

be a vital station for the eastern part of the UL network and could be

interesting to investigate further from a broader socio-economic perspective.

Furthermore, from a transit agency perspective, it could be interesting to

identify the edges that define the cut. Increasing serviceability on these

edges could potentially reduce the vulnerability of this single commodity

flow.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis was to tap into the potential of using GTFS

data from an agency stakeholder perspective. As this format was originally

designed for communicating the momentary state of the PTN, processing

the data to suit an annotated historical format is not straightforward. This

thesis results show how the GTFS data is translated from raw protocol

buffers into a structure that fits in a flow network model.

With the UL network as a case, the min-cut algorithm was used to assess

the node-to-node vulnerability characterized in terms of serviceability and

impact. The findings show that nodes in central parts of the network gen-

erally are characterized with a lower risk of service disruption, but with

a higher potential impact than, in contrast, nodes in the network’s outer

parts which are characterized with a higher risk for service disruption and

lower potential impact. Moreover, the most interesting cases are the nodes

characterized by a (relatively) low serviceability and a high impact. Cases

with these characteristics were identified and further analyzed. Remark that

this study does not include any comprehensive method for validating the UL

vulnerability results compared to reality. Consequently, the method of using

min-cut in this context can not be validated fully.

Lastly, this thesis presents a model for defining the edge capacity in a flow
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network based on both (1) the unit frequency and (2) the absolute median

deviation from the schedule. This approach of defining capacity includes

an adjustment based on real-time empirical data from the PTN, adding to

previous work on the aspect of capacity reduction.

7.1 Future work

There are many areas in the domain of public transit assessment that could

be upgraded or further explored, including methods presented in this thesis.

Building on modeling the PTN as a flow network, there are many opportu-

nities (outside the scope of this thesis) to utilize algorithms for assessing 3.2

properties [42] encoded in the directed graph structure.

Moreover, something that could benefit this (and future) work is a compre-

hensive method for evaluating how well the modeled flow network represents

the real-world PTN.

This study collected data with a period of roughly one month. By extending

the timespan to a longer period, one could achieve a better estimation of the

deviation from the schedule. For instance, data covering a full year includes

potential differences between seasons.

Lastly, to further expand the vulnerability concept and assessment, one

could introduce secondary data from the socio-economical landscape sur-

rounding the PTN properties. Because as each city is unique, vulnerability

assessment should play out differently, from one city to the next.
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